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The Roaring 20’s @LithiumIonBull 
Issue 53 - Part Two 

 
2020 Hindsight meets 2030 Vision: Lithium 3.0 

It may take 60 years to reach the first million tons of demand (~2025), but we expect the next million to 
take around six years (~2031). New assets will be needed. 

– Rodney Hooper, December 20, 2019, on LinkedIn 

Lithium 2.0 

 
Almost Famous 

--- 
Lithium 3.0: Who’s Next? Blue Sky in Green Fields 

 
As the Roaring 20’s decade dawns, so too the need for 2030 Vision:  
 

= ~2Mt LCE, 1.7m new tons 
= 6X 2019 production  
= 17 new Wodginas  
= 68 25kta new processing plants!  

 
It takes 4-5 years and USD500M-1B+ to build, or buy & build, 50% of Mt Holland or 100% of Piedmont 
Lithium - 20+ year mine life, 20-25kta sustainable, world class qualified integrated project to supply 
500,000 EVs from one $2.3B GM/LG Chem 30 GwH Gigafactory.  
 
With 2030 Vision, USA can lead North America to 400,000 tons annual production, or 20% of 2M global 
LCE market, or 33%+ of the EV OEM-qualified hydroxide, carbonated and metal processing market. 
 
Where from those 400,000 tons? Vivas Kumar of Benchmark Minerals eloquently analogized a 
Manhattan Project recently in relation to EV supply chains, and, while abundant lithium is not so much 
critical as it is irreplaceable, the metaphor is constructive, considering USA global lithium leadership 
through Albermarle and Livent started in North Carolina mining and processing world class spodumene 

for the hydrogen bomb -> History repeat: ‘explosive’ Carolina TSB lithium production growth. 

“Hard rock to hydroxide is the workhorse for lithium,” to quote the lithium industry’s rising star Eric 
Norris, ALB’s lithium head. 100% of today’s global lithium processing from hard rock is in ChinAustralia: 
#NotSustainable.  And, in more instances than not, 3rd quartile or higher on the cost curve. In their 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/2020-finally-going-year-lithium-rodney-hooper/
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recent Investor Day, Albemarle highlighted 50,000 ton per year capacity from its Kings Mountain, North 
Carolina brownfield. This is considerably larger than previously telegraphed to the market.  

Down the road is the world class Piedmont Lithium Project – incidentally, a Made in Manhattan Project 
-- 23kta, Q1-quartile cost, battery quality hydroxide; significant resource expansion potential through 
additional land acquisition. Together, it’s hard not to see this ‘Permian of Lithium,’ ‘Hydroxide Hub,’ 
North Carolina grow from processing hydroxide and lithium metal from South American brines, to 
Made-in-Southern-America base-load ‘Hard Roxide’ powering ‘Lithium EValley’ USA. Four-to-six trains 
of 20-25kt processing plants. More profitable than Australia’s Kwinana/Kemerton.  Sustainable. I see 
lots of Carolina Blue Sky in the Greenbushes of Kings Mountain and Green Field Piedmont Lithium.  

---- 

Plain vaniLLa. Proven pegmatites. Carolina TSB. 

  

 

PLL: The Manhattan Project 
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Back to the Future. Sustainability. 

 

Queen City of the South, Charlotte, North Carolina – ex-China hydroxide headquarters to the world’s 
largest and most important suppliers of lithium chemicals, $ALB $LTHM – scores very highly as a great 
place to live and work for make-a-difference millennials and people of all ages. World class universities, 
infrastructure. Cosmopolitan downtown culture and restaurants. Fortune 500 Duke Energy, Martin 
Marietta, Nucor, Bank of America, and of course, Albemarle. CLT is an important airport hub, 90-minutes 
flight to world’s most important financial center. 

With 2030 Vision, North Carolina developing into a 100-150kt+ base load USA battery hydroxide supplier 
seems to me -- like death and taxes -- inevitable. High quality job creation from locally mined ore and 
also potentially importing clean and green spodumene from Brazil, Europe and/or Quebec.  

I still believe Quebec has potential for processing on its own and could in some alternate political 
universe coordinate strategically to further enhance Lithium EValley -- servicing GM/LG in Lordstown 
Ohio, SK in Georgia, VW in Chatanooga, Tennessee, Rivian in Normal, Illinois, and a Tsunami of other 
Eastern USA battery and cathode MAGAfactories with 2030 Vision.  But Carolina has many natural 
comparative advantages over Quebec that in my opinion make it higher probability to be producing 
hydroxide sooner. 
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Lordstown Have Mercy! - LG Chem/GM – $2.3B, 30 GWH 

Greenfield Battery MAGAFactory, Ohio, USA 

 

“Our joint venture with the No. 1 American automaker will further prepare us for the 
anticipated growth of the North American EV market, while giving us insights into the 
broader EV ecosystem,” said LG Chem Vice Chairman & CEO Hak-Cheol Shin.  
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With a 6-12-month view, I believe Mr. Market will turn its non-Oz hard rock gaze to North Carolina. 
More investors will connect the dots that BMW and VW’s Irreplaceable lithium words and China Girl 
Ganfeng contract deeds, reinforce the security and sustainability of hard rock. And that these global 
Auto OEMs will surely seek ways to further optimize sustainable supply chains by shortening travel 
distances and diversifying away from 100% China supply. 
 
IMO, the under-appreciation of the scarcity value of North Carolina and America’s only conventional 
integrated hard rock play - ASX/Nasdaq-listed Piedmont Lithium (Rhymes with Kidman) – is 2020/21’s 
greenfield story to watch.  Ioneer too, in Nevada – a credible, well capitalized ASX-listed boron-lithium 
project, though at USD 225M market value, a lot more is priced into the probability of $INR success than 
$PLL’s USD 60M, for similar risk.  #RelativeValue  

Sidebar: on balance, ASX-listed lithium names have demonstrated more shareholder value 
creation – short & medium-term over the past several years ($ORE, $KDR, $MIN, $NMT) by 
proving they can get into production or bought out at a premium, compared to the TSX, 
dominated by Quebec, Argentina and Nevada stories which persistently fail to produce and 
rarely – LIX – get bought at prices that make shareholders money.  

Muddy Waters Blues to Smooth Jazz? 

So, with 2030 Vision, if 100-150kt LCE is North Carolina (and TBD Quebec), where’s the other 250-300kt 
North American supply to come from?  

Tequila! 
Ganfeng’s Big Adventure 

 
P.S. I Like Soft Rock, Nov 2017 

I rate highly the probability of Ganfenganora success in Mexico – the potential to scale the Sonora 
Lithium Project is big. Will the world’s best processor of feedstock of all types – Ganfeng – successfully 
crack the clay code - proving it can hit 17.5kt name plate, with consistent, battery quality production and 
Q1 quartile costs? If so, they will launch stage two, which, given the company’s seeming endless 
ambition - could be 25-50kt and Stage 3 upwards to 100kt+ with 2030 Vision.  

I remain of the view that it is highly unlikely before Sonora is a proven success (2022/23) that a less 
proven team than Ganfeng will find partners and/or public equity & reasonably costed debt for a second 
$500-750M greenfield project. Upon Sonora success, clay projects in Nevada and elsewhere should 
attract “full funding” investment. 

https://60909e46-79bd-4fe7-9a09-bec8eb48ffa9.filesusr.com/ugd/affbaa_cb1a030cf78e40959fe4c79af63983d1.pdf
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DLE 

I am a believer that Direct Lithium Extraction can also succeed and enable sustainable, low impurity, 
scaled supply virtually impossible with ‘conventional’ brine flowsheets. 2017/18 witnessed select 
projects in the USA and Canada attracting some venture risk capital which I expect will accelerate from 
2020 to position toward 2025 where 100kt new tons PER YEAR will be required to support 2030 2Mt 
LCE Vision.  

• Germany’s Lanxess investment with Standard Lithium  

• USA’s Big 4 hydroxide producer Livent’s $5.5M deal with E3 Metals  

• Oil-field services behemoth Schlumberger ventures unit essentially taking over Pure Energy and 
market chatter committing $30M.  

Private, venture-capital-backed Lilac’s results with Lake Resources I understand to be promising. I’m 
paying close attention to this space – as I am the European lithium supply & recycling dynamic – with 
projects that can make a big, sustainable difference from 2025 on toward 2MT LCE 2030 Vision.  

Newly ASX-listed Vulcan Energy published a helpful slide I tweeted synthesizing the publicly disclosed 
DLE stories. 

 

I am rooting for Standard Lithium’s success, but the TSX-V lithium story that most interests me entering 
2020 is “A Livent in Alberta,” Model E3 Metals. At USD 7M market cap, $ETMC offers #RelativeValue 
for those interested in North American DLE speculation, compared to USD60M $SLL 
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From Cinnamon Girl to Tim Horton Donut? 
 

Nemaska’s Promise 
 

Rockin’ in the Free World was not one of the Greatest Hits from Neil Young’s 1977 DECADE. Nor, it turns 
out for lithium, as the 2010s conclude. Roaring 20’s Propulsion Quebec? Time will tell. 

 

 
 
A battery quality hydroxide shortage/price spike is now more likely to happen sooner – and more 
acutely – as a result of events in Quebec. Meanwhile, Northvolt, LG Chem, Johnson Matthey and other 
Western Auto OEMs will scramble to source more of their irreplaceable lithium from Chinese assets. 

 
“What does the market need? The market needs high quality battery grade hydroxide & 
carbonate. From rocks. Outside of China. I’ve been saying that for years” - Chris Reed-ing & 
Recycling Mt. Marion. Neometals, E26 Lithium-ion Rocks. 

 

• Crocodile Rock converted in China is high carbon footprint/less Sustainable. Less Secure. 

• Crocodile Rock converted in Australia is high capex and high 2nd/3rd quartile opex (SQM Mt 
Holland, $6,800 opex) 

 
Hydroxide conversion – from rocks – in hydro-powered, sovereign and investor friendly Quebec - for 
non-China supply - has logic. Proprietary intellectual property – a “greener conversion technology” at 
lower cost -- has promise.   
 
Lithium project developers reliant on TSX/ASX capitalism’s public venture capital markets to finance 
their plans suffer from the Velocitility of boom/bust cyclicality. It is exceptionally hard to raise USD 
750M over the 4-5 years necessary to advance, permit, finance, stage/construct an integrated mine and 
chemical plant when capital markets windows open and shut within 2 years.  
 
It’s much easier to weather overruns of similar magnitude – like Tianqi’s Kwinanamaska – and not need 
to seek creditor protection when faced with $2.5B SQM mark to market write-down – when you are an 
anointed Chinese company with implicit and explicit State support. #UnlevelPlayingField 
 
 
 
 

https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/chris-reed-122119-1135-am
https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/chris-reed-122119-1135-am
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The press and social media purvey an incomplete Nemaska narrative without focusing on a core culprit 
of its woes - its capital structure. In particular its very high USD 350M secured debt (60% of capital), 
painful 11.25% interest rate with strict covenants -- in particular, the disputed “Project Cut Off 
Completion Cut-Off Event”. 
 
I wrote hopefully in July about Pallinghurst’s Promise (“Nemaska Lithium Matters - Jupiter’s Halo”) but, 
like them, was surprised that this covenant would turn into a comedy-mystery Pink Panther:  Inspector 
Clouseau vs. Nordic trustees spooked by white shoe New York lawyers advancing the interests of billion-
dollar hedge fund vultures in pursuit of ~$80M “make whole”. 
 

 
 

2020 Hindsight: Secured Debt Kills Equity 
 

   
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/nemaska-lithium-matters-jupiters-halo-howard-klein/
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Stay tuned for 2020 Hindsight, 2030 Vision Part Three: PLUS Mr. Market Scoreboard  
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of September 3, 2019, 
RK Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, Ganfeng Lithium, E3 
Metals Corp, Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International, Lithium Americas and Orocobre and have 
or have had over the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium 
Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, 
Nemaska, Bacanora, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained 
herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes 
any recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  

 
 
 


